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Preparation and Invitations
The program for the seminar has been developed in coordination with the help of the stakeholders of the
project, namely the associated partner city Hall of Regensburg.
The City Hall of Regensburg invited the project CiSoTra to be part of the intercultural week in Regensburg,
a traditional festival organised by the Integartion council Regensburg, the elected representation of all
foreigners in Regensburg.
The event was framed in a environment of complementary events with an overal lparticipation of about
1000 visitors.
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The intercultural week included another contribution which was produced within the Cisotra project.
The refugee consultancy unit PUR of the City Hall of Regensurg with social worker Christine Pietsch has
produced a instructional video on stabilisation factors of refugee youth.
This video, that can be found at
https://youtu.be/jVXJsdmq2s0 (in German)
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https://youtu.be/HaNfFeCPWBM (in English)
The video has been contributed to the multicultural week as the official contribution as the official
contribution of the City Hall of Regensburg.
The exhibition and opening seminar had originally been planned for March 2020 and had to be cancelled
for the newly introduced COVID restrictions.
Also the new date was suffering from restrictions applying to public events, Admittance to the exhibition
was limited to 1 each and also the room was limited to 10 participants for the event.
Therefore only the core stakeholders were invited wich included the coordinating staff for Migrant
schooling and refugee policy in the City Hall, a representative of the mostr relevant NGO, Campus
Asylum, and expert staff of the youth support services.
In addition the expert staff from the vocational school that allowed us to work with their students was
admitted.
Nevertheless the invitation via the flyer and the Multicultural week website
https://www.regensburg.de/rathaus/stadtpolitik/beiraete/integrationsbeirat/interkulturelle-wochen-2020
as well as the xposure of the Migrant Council to our project increased visibility.

Implementation of Seminar
The event was based on a cooperation agreement between the ciy hall and ISOB.
The exposition was based on the work done in the context of the WP 6 and WP 7 work with young
refugees, writing workshops and PhotoVoice.
The City Hall has a catalogue produced for this work which was coordinated by Mr Alexander Piendl,
coordinator for refugee schooling within the Municipal schools.
The 30 p catalogue which has been printed in a printrun of 300 has been distributed during the
exhibition, among young refugees and staff of schools and NGO as well as the popular Universit
(vhs).
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Ill. Seminar and exposition catalogue.
The photographic works and accompanying written thoughts in the exposition were largely created as
part of the pilot testing of methods that were further developed in the Erasmus+ project CiSoTra by Dr
Barbara Neuber, ISOB, and adapted to the situation of young people with a refugee background on the
threshold to adulthood.
Approximately 150 visitors to the exhibition are estimated to have visited the exposition during the
intercultural week, mainly from Regensburg schools.
In his expert talk at the opening seminar of the exhibition, which was attended by a professional
audience consisting of representatives of the city of Regensburg as well as various civil society
initiatives, Alexander Krauß, managing director of ISOB and project manager of Cisotra, presented
essential results of the project.
The project has developed an overall model for the transition of young refugees into the adult system.
The model can be used for the education and training of professionals.
Policy recommendations for the local, national and European level were also developed. The main
points here are a consistent migration policy, the coordination of concrete integration policies by the
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municipal level, a strengthening of civil society and an adaptation of the entire education system to the
needs of a migration society.
Here, the needs of non-native learners, learners who start their formal education only in adulthood,
should be taken into account. Vocational schools have proven to be good places of learning and living
for these young people, especially where they are accompanied by additional offers such as social
counselling and offers of reflection and creativity.
The expert discussion which followed the talk focused on the needs of young women among the
refugees.
Mrs Neidhardt of Campus Asylum informed about a project for computer literacy for refugee women.
Mr Piendl and Mrs Bräu of the City Hall expressed their intention to cooperate with ISOB on a
continuing basis and agreed to support an second round of writing workshop and PhotoVoice activities
within the Vocational Integration Classes in the Minicipal Vocational School Centre.
The social workers agreed to the claim that a stronger connection between social work and entering
the training and employment system is needed.
All experts agreed that still the status of refugees and in particular of those wo are in fact unable to
return to their ome country, but are also without a Asylum or Geneva Concention title of residence is
the most critical stumbling stone to integration.
Concerning practical prolems they highlighted that e.g. provision of technical infrastructure for
distance learning is still a problem, due to the necessary coordination among many actors.

Evaluation of the conference
In face of the expert workshop character of the event direct feedback was shared. All participats agreed that
the discussion has been useful.
In particular the participants highlighted the systematic and olistic character of the Cisotra model, which
takes up input and insights of many good practices in Germany.
The group also highlighted the value of the writing workshop and PhotoVoice methodology which has a
visible positive influence on many of their clients.
Therefore the exports recommended a further disseminatin of the method.

Recommendations for Policy
From the discussion in the workshop can be concluded the following recommendations for policy:
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Spread the holistic CISOTRA model as a matrix for professional reflection and evaluation of
regional coordination systems.



Spread te PotoVoice and Writing Workshop methodology and train additional multipliers



Photo Voice is a contribution also to the digital literacy of refugees which must not be
overestimated. REfugees need substantial support in using onlin and distant learning,
regarding competnces and hardware. Therefore the City Hall should develop such supoort and
check if multipliers for digital competences can be trained.



Women among young refugees ned more attention. It turns out that they have additional needs
and aspirations, but also specific patterns of cultural adaptation. Also these aspects should be
explored further.

Structure of participants
10 experts attended the workshop (incl. Speakers, not listed on attendance sheet in attachment).
Of these 9 were female.
7 were representatives of City our County administartions, incl policy makers in the field.
3 represented relevant NGO.
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Attendance:
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Photos from Exhibition:
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